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This policy should be read alongside other school policies including:







Reading statement
Homework policy
SEND policy
Assessment policy
Marking & Feedback policy
Other English related guidelines e.g. handwriting guidance

This policy should also be read alongside the new National Curriculum in England (published
September 2013) and other documentation from the Standards and Testing Agency.
Our school’s curriculum overviews, medium and short term planning also help to support this policy.
Rationale
The National Curriculum (2014) states that: ‘Teachers should develop pupils’ spoken language,
reading, writing and vocabulary as integral aspects of the teaching of every subject. English is both
a subject in its own right and the medium for teaching; for pupils, understanding the language
provides access to the whole curriculum. Fluency in the English language is an essential foundation
for success in all subjects’.
At Sunnymede Junior School we recognise that without equipping pupils with effective
communication skills, little progress and achievement can be made. We understand that we have a
duty to ensure that high quality English teaching is a priority and we aim to fulfil this by providing an
appropriate curriculum that is both exciting and creative.
This includes linking English to the wider curriculum, using a wide variety of text forms to engage
and inspire and by offering a wide range of opportunities to create varied text forms as outcomes.
As a result, we wish to fulfil the National Curriculum (2014) expectation that schools will, ‘promote
the development of pupils’ knowledge, understanding and skills as part of the wider school
curriculum’ and, therefore, aim to raise achievement and attainment, not just within English as a
subject, but across the whole curriculum.
Sunnymede Junior School is an inclusive school. We set high expectations and recognise the
importance of accurate and regular assessment in order to support each individual pupil at every
stage of their learning. The school uses a number of strategies, including quality first teaching,
guided groups, one-to-one support and small intervention groups to aid this assessment process.
We plan for teaching opportunities to support those for whom English is an additional language
(EAL) and for those with barriers to learning, as outlined in the SEND code of practice (including
those working at greater depth within the standards).
Spoken Language
The National Curriculum (2014) states that pupils should be ‘taught to speak clearly and convey
ideas confidently in Standard English’. Pupils should:










Justify ideas with reasons
Ask questions to check understanding
Develop vocabulary and build knowledge
Negotiate
Evaluate and build on the ideas of others
Select the appropriate register for effective communication
Give well-structured descriptions and explanations
Speculate, hypothesise and explore ideas
Organise their ideas prior to writing
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At Sunnymede Junior School, we encourage our pupils to speak clearly and confidently, whilst
articulating their views and opinions. We teach children to express themselves orally in an
appropriate way, by matching their style and response to the audience and purpose. In addition, we
teach pupils to listen and respond to literature, to give and receive instructions and to develop the
skills of participating effectively in group discussions.
Provision
Sunnymede Junior School supports this by providing:















Activities which are planned to encourage full and active participation by all children,
irrespective of ability
Quick identification of pupils with specific speech, language and auditory problems and
specialist help sought, where appropriate
In class poetry recitals
Talk for Writing opportunities
School Plays
Class debates
Assemblies – pupils produce and present PowerPoints on topical issues
Events within the community
School Council and pupil voice events within and beyond the school
Talk partners
Guided reading sessions
Drama / role play
PSHE and circle time
PACS

We believe that by giving pupils a variety of real life contexts to engage in speaking and listening
activities, their abilities are highlighted in a purposeful manner.
Reading
The National Curriculum (2014) states that, ‘Pupils should be taught to read fluently, understand
extended prose (both fiction and non-fiction) and be encouraged to read for pleasure. Reading and
its importance is specifically highlighted because it means ‘pupils have a chance to develop
culturally, emotionally, intellectually, socially and spiritually’. Reading allows pupils to ‘acquire
knowledge’ and to ‘build on what they already know’. In order to fulfil this, Sunnymede Junior
School provides library facilities, book corners in each classroom and supports and encourages
reading at home.
The 2014 Curriculum divides reading skills into two dimensions:



Word reading (decoding)
Comprehension (both listening and reading)

At Sunnymede Junior School, we recognise that both these elements are essential to success and
we support the acquisition of both sets of skills through various methods. We also recognise that
these areas are clearly linked to the other aspects of English learning, including speaking and
listening, writing, spelling, grammar and vocabulary. In addition, we understand that reading is a
developmental process and part of life-long learning; we encourage and praise children at every
stage.
Provision


All pupils are given the opportunity to read to an adult regularly
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Pupils learn to read easily and fluently through our in-school book band system, regular reading
sessions with adults from the local community, in Guided Reading sessions and when reading to
teachers or LSAs
Targeted pupils develop skills in reading for decoding and comprehension using well-planned
discrete phonics (Letters and Sounds) and reading comprehension (Rapid Reading scheme)
sessions. Rapid Reading focuses on improving decoding, fluency, vocabulary and verbal
comprehension skills for those pupils below the expected standard for their year group
Targeted pupils develop comprehension skills in intervention sessions delivered by experienced
LSAs, covering a particular reading focus for a few weeks to fully embed understanding
Pupils are encouraged to read widely across both fiction and non-fiction, through our use of our
in-school book bands, differing class texts, school library visits, high quality attractive books in
classrooms (SLS service) and by rewarding pupils who complete the Summer Reading
Challenge (ECC)
Pupils are encouraged to read for pleasure using reading partners in Guided Reading sessions,
quiet reading time and by listening to an adult read
Pupils are to be able to access, read and locate information in all lessons and comprehension is
assessed from cross-curricular evidence, as well as evidence from within English lessons
Pupils are exposed to a range of texts from their literacy heritage during their school career that
relate to their class topics where possible
Pupils complete independent reading tasks on a regular basis

Writing
The National Curriculum states that pupils should:








Plan, revise and evaluate their writing
Develop the stamina and skills to write at length
Use accurate spelling and punctuation
Be grammatically correct
Have effective composition which involves articulating and communicating ideas and organise
them coherently for the reader
Write in a range of ways and purposes including narratives, explanations, descriptions,
comparisons, summaries and evaluations
Write to support their understanding and consolidation of what they have heard or read

The 2014 Curriculum divides writing skills into two dimensions:



Transcription (spelling and handwriting)
Composition (articulating ideas in speech and writing)

At Sunnymede Junior School, we recognise that both these elements are essential to success and
we support the acquisition of both sets of skills through various teaching methods. We also
recognise that these areas are clearly linked to the other aspects of English learning: speaking and
listening, reading, spelling, grammar and vocabulary.
Provision




The new English curriculum has been carefully mapped out to ensure pupils experience a range
of high quality text types (including music, drama, visual arts and film), throughout their time at
Sunnymede Junior School. These link to topics where appropriate
The grammar and punctuation aspects of the new curriculum, have been mapped out
progressively (from years 3-6) to specifically fit with the text type taught
Pupils are taught to write using a range of methods, including shared writing, guided groups and
through targeted one-to-one support
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Spelling rules and foci from the new curriculum have also been progressively mapped out and
includes the use of the National Curriculum’s English Appendix 1, which contains word lists for
years 3&4 and years 5&6
Each class is taught spelling systematically for the equivalent of one hour per week, where
pupils are given the opportunity to investigate spelling rules and apply them in their writing
Grammar is taught as a discrete lesson or to build on other learning, as a result of AfL
(assessment for learning)
Grammatical errors are corrected orally or within written work (where appropriate)
Various methods of assessment are used to influence future teaching by revisiting key learning
and building upon it in all areas, from phonics, through to grammar and spelling
We use high quality texts, modelling and guided/shared writing to demonstrate good practice
Teaching staff encourage and promote ‘Talk for Writing’
All pupils plan prior to writing using writing frames or other appropriate formats
Time is provided for pupils to plan, edit and revise
Pupils use a blue ‘polishing pencil’ to edit and improve their writing
Teaching staff mark extended pieces of work in-depth and set next steps with or for the pupil
We use checklists for pupils to self-assess or peer assess, where appropriate, so they can
evaluate work effectively
We provide pupils with personalised writing targets (and handwriting targets where needed) to
challenge each individual to improve their writing
Examples of pupils’ work that meet the WILF (What I’m Looking For) are displayed on
classroom working walls
Pupils are rewarded for effort through various means of positive praise
We encourage joined handwriting to support spelling and speed writing
Pupils are able to obtain a pen license once their handwriting is joined and consistently sized or
once a child reaches year 6
Drama techniques are facilitated to help pupils to think about another point of view
Varied and appropriate support is provided for pupils with SEND and EAL
Parental support advice is offered, as and when necessary

The skills learnt within lessons are expected to be transferred and consolidated across the
curriculum, giving pupils the opportunity to demonstrate their learning in meaningful and varied
ways.
Spelling and Vocabulary Development
The National Curriculum (2014) makes clear that learning vocabulary is key to, ‘learning and
progress across the whole curriculum,’ because it allows pupils to access a wider range of words
when writing and enables them to understand and comprehend a variety of texts efficiently.
Spelling and Vocabulary teaching must:







Be active
Be progressive
Make links from already known root words, prefixes and suffixes
Develop understanding of shades of meaning
Include ‘instruction verbs’ used in examinations
Be cross-curricular and include subject specific vocabulary, for example, accurate
mathematical and scientific words

Provision
At Sunnymede Junior School, we encourage our pupils to have a wide and growing spelling and
vocabulary skill set in a number of ways, these include:


Teaching pupils a range of phonics and spelling strategies to support visual, audio and
kinesthetic learners
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Pupils experience high quality and varied vocabulary through reading a range of specifically
chosen texts
Displaying key words linked to cross-curricular subjects
‘Word of the week’ display in each classroom
Correcting the use of vocabulary orally
In-depth word based lessons looking at spelling patterns
Teaching the use of dictionaries and thesauri
Using each available opportunity to explore vocabulary choices and the effect they have on
the reader
Carrying out systematic testing and providing feedback to pupils
Assessing pupils’ understanding of words by putting them into context
Differentiated weekly spelling words/key words to take home and learn for weekly testing
At the end of every half term, pupils are tested on word lists from the National Curriculum’s
English Appendix 1, appropriate to their year group. This results are shared with
parents/carers at consultation evenings
Targeted one-to-one/small group support, where appropriate

Planning and Assessment
Planning









Termly curriculum overviews can be found on the school’s website (www.sunnymedejun.ik.org) for each year group
Pupils are taught in classes and planning shows differentiation by ability
Medium term (half –termly) planning is stored centrally
English is planned for separately to other subjects using the proformas in the appendix
Letters and Sounds and The National Curriculum’s English Appendix 2 are used to ensure
developmental learning building on prior knowledge within phonics, grammar and spelling
Short term planning is flexible allowing for assessment for learning after each lesson/group
of lessons
Pupils may be streamed by ability for intervention sessions
Pupils with EAL will be given additional English support, as necessary

Assessment:










For SEND, EAL, specifically targeted and new to school pupils are assessed on their reading
ability using Salford Reading Age
All pupils on entry to Year 3 and new to school pupils are assessed on their ability to read and
spell the decodable and tricky words from phases 3-6 as well as high frequency and common
sight words (Letters and Sounds)
Staff use assessment for learning during and as part of every lesson and they adapt their
practice accordingly
Groups of pupils’ writing is levelled and tracked in line with curriculum expectations, termly
Assessments of comprehension and speaking and listening skills are made during guided
reading sessions and across the curriculum
Formal assessments of Reading Comprehension ability are carried out, tracked and monitored
termly
Writing levels are assessed using National Curriculum guidance and Target Tracker statements
create a best fit. These are tracked termly (see Assessment policy)
Staff attend moderating sessions within county including the local cluster meetings (BCT –
Billericay Community Trust)
End of Key Stage Assessments are analysed by SLT and use to support English subject Leader
action planning and also wider school improvement planning
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Monitoring
In order to ensure continuity and progression, the teaching of English across the school will be
monitored regularly, using a range of strategies. Day-to-day monitoring is the prime responsibility of
the senior leadership team, including phase leaders. The English subject leader also undertakes a
range of monitoring activities throughout the year. Any monitoring activities are evaluated and
reported to the Leadership Team promptly (within one week). This includes a written summary of
strengths, areas for development and what support may be required. Any agreed actions arising
should be acted upon within an identified time frame. The subject leader should ask for support
with monitoring where appropriate.
The English subject leader performs regular book looks, data analysis, lesson ‘drop-ins’ /
observations and pupil voice discussions. Monitoring will take account of English work across the
curriculum. This helps to ensure subject progression, purposeful marking and the level of pupil
understanding within the subject. These findings are shared with the senior management team and
form part of the report to governors.
A nominated governor for English will monitor the policy and practice of English within the school.
They will liaise with the Subject Leader and meet with them in order to monitor and review evidence
to support their evaluation of the school’s provision. They will look at the range of evidence and may
talk to pupils about their learning experiences in English. The governor completes a monitoring
report on their findings following a visit, giving another perspective on the quality of provision within
mathematics.
This policy will be reviewed every two years, or sooner if considered necessary, and in consultation
with relevant stakeholders. Any changes will be presented to the Governing Body for approval.
Professional Development





The English Subject Leader attends training within county, as appropriate, and reports back to
all staff
The BCT has an English cluster group which meets termly to discuss relevant foci
Teaching staff are expected to attend relevant courses during the school year linked to personal
Performance Management Reviews and are also expected to take personal responsibility for
updating their subject knowledge
Moderation takes place in house, within the cluster and with support from county

Support for Specific Groups:





Analysis of English achievement is carried out termly; pupils who are making slow or no
progress are discussed and additional support put in place if needed
Pupils with EAL are given additional support in all aspects of English, as necessary
Pupils who are working at greater depth within their year group’s expectations will receive
additional support and an appropriately differentiated curriculum
Pupils with SEND will have English based targets on their individualised One Plan. These
are reviewed termly.

Inclusion
We believe that all children irrespective of ethnicity, culture, gender, social circumstance, special
need or disability should have equal access to the English curriculum. Teaching resources used will
ensure that no stereotyping in any form is promoted and that resources reflect positive images of
different cultures, ethnicities and of those with disabilities.
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All children have equal entitlement and equal access to a range of materials and teaching strategies
to support their learning in English. Any disability will be fully catered for to ensure full access to the
curriculum. Children with special educational needs will work on the same content but there will be
differentiation in accordance with the SEND policy.

The Role of the English Subject Leader
There is a named co-ordinator responsible for co-ordinating the teaching of English throughout the
school. Their role is to:








Provide support, advice and resources to members of staff
Monitor the planning and teaching of English and outcomes for all children, supporting staff with
planning and assessment of where necessary (to include reviewing the quality of termly and
weekly planning, book scrutiny, review of curriculum coverage, assessment records, pupil voice
activities, review of the learning environment and, where appropriate, direct observation of
teaching and learning)
Ensure the curriculum and school policy is understood and implemented by all relevant parties
Attend relevant training and support staff through relevant INSET sessions
Monitor the use of resources throughout the school and ensure high quality resources are
available to support high quality teaching
Keep up to date with developments in the teaching of English, adapting the school’s curriculum,
assessment systems and policies in line with any changes to statutory requirements and
national and local developments.
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